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HI! In my English class we had to write an essay based on the quote" The 

more technology advances, the more people draw apart from each other. I 

would like your comments, criticism and opinions on it please. As technology 

advances and changes, our lives follow suit. Technology Is something that 

people tend to get drawn into and depend on It, as If It was necessary for 

survival, and as a result they drift further and further apart from real social 

Interaction. However, technology does have some positive aspects; It makes 

our lives easier and helps us connect with people from all the corners of the 

world. 

Technology Is a double edged sword: It draws us In and has negative effects,

but It also has some positive effects that enhance our lives. People can 

become so engrossed In the use It technology, that they come to see It as a 

necessity of life. This " dependence" Is common and can easily effect 

anyone. Technology shares many characteristics with a drug: addictive and 

hard to give up. When people depend wholly on technology, they are 

depleted of real social contact (which makes their social skills suffer), 

preferring the " tech world" over the " real world". 

Being addicted to technology makes people drift away from the real world, 

thus losing most of what's important. You only need to take one glance of 

the internet to see that there is little to no evidence of anyone using the 

correct social skills. Technology has this effect on people: drawing them in 

and making their social skills suffer in the process. There are many textbook 

examples of this, people typing " LOL" instead of writing something more 

educated, such as " so funny' or " that made me laugh". The predominate 
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use of the internet over real social contact is slowly, but surely decreasing 

our important social skills. 

While technology does have some disadvantages, it does allow us to connect

with people overseas, quickly and easily. This is a major advantage of 

technology: we can share experiences, learn new things, and stay in touch 

with friends and family. Letters are old fashioned and it takes time to get to 

where you want It, technology allows us to send a quick email, which will 

arrive In a matter of minutes. Our frequent use of technology helps us stay In

connect with friends and family overseas, who would otherwise drift out of 

our lives. In our modern world, we lead busy lives and technology Is a very 

convenient method f communication. 

Due to It being very easy and quick to use, people prefer It over something 

more time consuming and expensive (such as writing a letter). Testing on a 

mobile takes only a few minutes (mostly due to people shorting their words 

and using " texts speak"), so we prefer It. The connivance of technology fits 

perfectly Into our busy lives. Skills, but it also allows us to communicate 

quickly and easily with people all around the world. The infamous quote" 

Good cannot exist without evil" , definitely applies to technology. Modern 

technology both brings people together and forces them apart. 
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